GREEN PASTURE
AND FORAGE
SUPPLEMENTS

WHEN MINERALS ARE THE MOST LIMITING NUTRIENTS
Top Country offers a range of concentrated mineral supplements to balance the deficiencies of stock grazing lush pastures.
High phosphorus protein meal based loose supplements that are designed to be fed inthe paddock or on crops such as oats
and forage sorghum.

 صAvailable in a range of palatability levels to achieve consumptions between 100-300g/head/day
 صLow cost with a high return on investment due to the boost in productivity
 صSafe to feed with higher levels of minerals such as calcium and phosphorous to match the higher requirements
stock possess when they have increased weight gains on green feed/crops
 صHuge benefit gained from slowing down the rate of passage of lush feed. This allows the pasture to be utilised
more efficiently instead of it being “squirted” out their back end, therefore increased weight gains can be
achieved.
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Top Forage

Aid in the prevention of
prussic acid toxicity and for
improved performance on
forage sorghum
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Top Legume

Cattle grazing on bloat
prone pastures such as
clover, medics and Lucerne
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Top Crop

Green pastures, oats and
winter cereal crops, luceana
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HIGH PHOSPHORUS SUPPLEMENTS FOR GROWTH,
REPRODUCTION AND LACTATION
Top Country offers a range of high phosphorus supplements for stock grazing on low phosphorus pastures and mulga. High
levels of phosphorus supplementation is essential for meeting the mineral requirements of lactating breeders and reducing
the interval between calving and return to oestrus. Phosphorus is also an effective limiter, used to maintain reasonable
consumptions in dry times.

 صAvailable in a range of palatability levels to achieve consumptions between 100-300g/head/day
 صContains high quality sources of phosphorus to maximise P availability and absorption
 صMaximizes milk production
 صSupports reproduction and higher calving rates
 صHelps meet the additional minerals requirements of young, growing stock
 صCustomised to suit your grazing conditions
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Top Fos

Year round supplement for
breeders on phos deficient
country and as a transition
supplement for all stock above
200kg on hayed off feed.
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Top Wet

High mineral inclusion ideal
for lush pastures (particularly
mixed-natives) or where bone
chewing is observed.
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